
THE  ULTIMATE  ARMBAND

It was impressive to see how Armpocket ®performance surpassed both the IPX-4 and 
MIL-STD-810G requirements. These results are testimony to the effectiveness of the Ultimate 
Armband's patented design, high quality materials, and overall superior construction. 
Armpocket ®customers should feel confident they are purchasing a truly remarkable, highest 
quality, smartphone carrying solution.

Laboratory tests were performed by National Technical Systems (NTS) laboratories in Baltimore, MD and Anaheim, CA to 
determine performance characteristics when subjected to conditions established by MIL-STD-810G, the standard for 
durability testing for military products. 

LABORATORY TESTED - QUALITY PROVEN

- NTS's Manager of IPC Training Services and former Baltimore Lab Director, Debora Obitz

ENGINEERING:
At Armpocket®, The Ultimate Armband®, since our inception in 2006, we strive to make decisions to 
minimize our environmental impact. Constructed from landfill post-consumer recycled plastic bottles and 
naturally sustainable bamboo, Armpocket armbands are the highest quality and “smartest” smartphone 
carrying solution available. With the philosophy of ‘quality over quantity’, the choice of our manufacturing 
approach for our armbands creates less consumption and therefore less waste. Ongoing education within 
our team on the newest technologies and eco-friendly materials available, sparks innovation which allows 
us to continuously improve internal and supply chain environmental best practices.)

WHAT IS MILITARY STANDARD (MIL-STD)?
The United States Military establishes strict ruggedness and durability standards 
for the equipment our servicemen and women carry into combat. Their lives literally 
depend on it!
Armpocket® armbands were subjected to the rigorous testing of Mil-Std method 
516.6 for shock and durability compliance in accordance with the strict standards 
established by Mil-Std 830G.  Each of our armbands were free-dropped onto a 
plywood slab recording any damage that might occur to a gorilla glass equipped 
smartphone. Every Armpocket model passed these tests with flying colors!

WHAT IS IPX-4?
International Protection Rating (IP rating) lets you know just how much moisture 
a product will absorb before it becomes damaged. With an IPX-4 rating,  
Armpocket armbands will protect against water spraying and splashing from all 
directions, including rain, splashing at a beach, dousing at a waterpark or 
crawling through the mud on your next Spartan race. 

In accordance with MIL-STD-810G, methods 512.6 (Water Ingress Testing per IEC 60529) and 516.6 (Procedure IV) our Armpocket® 

armbands were placed inside a special testing chamber where simulated rain was blasted onto the rotating Armpockets’ from 
multiple spray jets located inside the testing chamber. The results: IPX-4/100%weatherproof and splash proof.
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COMMITTED TO PERFORMANCE

 — Bobbie P

“Armpocket is the only product line that can fit a wide variety of 
phones and offers the features runners need. It is working flawlessly 

— I actually ran today in heavy rain — no problems or moisture 
penetration like my previous armbands.  Awesome product!”

— B. Powers

 —  Dawn6767

 —  M. Garcia

Most phone armbands I tried were just too skimpy - you could not get an 
iPhone with a protective case in them, let alone any other essentials. The 

Armpocket Mega i-40, easily holds my phone in its Otterbox as well as a key 
fob and ID/medical insurance card. All with no excess pressure on my arm.

“I have gone a couple hundred miles with this. I have abused it, sweat on it, 
stepped on it and let it get ruffled around in the gym bag. It's holding up great. 
Screen is barely scratched and still very responsive. For those of you with big 

arms - Arm Size: 19" Bicep, works great.”

I am glad I have found the best arm band ever! It doesn't even unstrap when 
flexing! It has storage compartments, fits my phone perfect, and I can also use 
my phone while in the Armpocket! Not only can I use this on my arm, but I have 
also used this on my bike by strapping the band to the bike frame! Armpocket 
was extremely easy to work with and shipping was super fast! Will definitely 

shop again! Service + Quality = Success!
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